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To(rt)uring the Minotaur: Radiohead, Pop, Unnatural Couplings 
and Mainstream Subversion. 
 
 
In his article ‘Deleuze and Popular Music’, Ian Buchanan contends that pop acts as a 
refrain in the Deleuzean sense of this term, which is to say that ‘like the tick, [it] is 
composed of three functions. It comforts us by providing a “rough sketch of a calming 
and stabilising, calm and stable, centre in the heart of chaos”. It is the song the lost 
child, scared of the dark, sings to find his or her way home. The tune also creates the 
very home we return to when our foray into the world grows wearisome’ (Buchanan 
183). This notion of popular music providing a comforting center may appear to be 
somewhat problematic when applied to the music of a band such as Radiohead, 
however, whose music has always dealt in somewhat unhomely themes that evoke 
spaces of alienation and dysfunction rather than centers of calm. Nonetheless, if one 
examines the way in which audiences have embraced Radiohead’s early songs of 
dysfunction, and none more so than the anthemic ‘Creep’, it is entirely feasible to 
apply Buchanan’s formula to Radiohead. The chorus of ‘Creep’, for instance, is 
eminently sing-alongable; whether every member of the audience repeating its hyper-
dysfunctional sentiment relates to it in some way, finding solace in a sense of 
identification, or whether the lyrics are often emptied out of their content in the act of 
repetition, becoming merely an accessory to the melody, is ultimately unimportant, 
for in both cases the sense of home that Deleuze finds in the refrain is achieved.  
 With their last two releases, Kid A and Amnesiac, however, Radiohead seem to 
have problematized the creation of this kind of a homely space considerably in a 
number of ways. Firstly, and most obviously, the musical experimentation that seems 
to have occupied the interim period in-between OK Computer and Kid A/Amnesiac 
has produced two albums that stray far from the guitar-based rock that previously 
characterized the band’s music, a move that, whilst drawing large amounts of critical 
acclaim in the press, appears to have alienated certain sections of their long-standing 
fan base. Nor is it only the instrumentation that has undergone a transformation; 
Thom Yorke’s lyrics on these last two albums do not, for the most part, follow a 
verse/chorus/verse/chorus structure whilst his vocal style and the studio manipulations 
of the vocal line (which is often digitally skewed from its natural expression or else 
far further back in the mix than previously) often render it difficult to understand 
individual words or phrases — as in ‘Kid A’, to name but one example.  
 Secondly, if it can be said that pop acts as a refrain for contemporary 
audiences, it might also be said that the very notion of popularity inherent to pop as a 
product intended for mass-consumption colludes in this aspect of it. In other words, 
just as the predictable nature of the refrain is what provides the listener a sense of 
recognition that creates a homely space, so conformity to the conventions and 
axiomatics of the mainstream to which any band commanding a high-level of 
commercial success inevitably belongs reinforces this feeling of home through a 
reassuring sense of familiarity. Although some might protest that not all artistic 
expressions that achieve a high-degree of commercial success are necessarily a 
mainstream expression, that a minoritarian expression within the majoritarian 
commercial sphere is still possible, an examination of the functioning of the 
mainstream will vindicate this apparently contentious statement, for when an 
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apparently non-conformist expression emerges that generates commercial success 
equal to or greater than conformist mainstream acts, the parameters of the conventions 
of the mainstream expand outwards to encompass this new expression which 
consequently loses its anti-conformist potential and becomes acceptable. This 
movement can be thought of in terms of Deleuze and Guattari’s analysis of the 
mechanisms of Capitalism which reterritorialize any instance of deterritorialization. 
As for empirical examples of what this might mean, we need only think of grunge, an 
anti- (or, rather, a-) fashion statement that became integrated within the mainstream as 
the commercial success of bands such as Pearl Jam and Nirvana brought it to the 
masses, and which eventually ended up on the catwalks of the major fashion capitals 
of the world. We can even find an example in the music of Radiohead itself, for in a 
recent interview Phil Selway has stated, ‘When The Bends came out everyone went on 
about how uncommercial that was. Twelve months later it was being hailed as a pop 
classic. The record company were worried there wasn’t a single on it — and we ended 
up with five Top 30 hits from it!’ (Uncut 58). 
  In almost every aspect of their dealings with those industry channels through 
which the potential commercial success of a band is maximized, however, Radiohead, 
whilst remaining popular (although perhaps not as popular as their record company 
executives would wish them to be) have not conformed to the conventions of the 
mainstream in which they are situated; on the contrary, as time progresses they appear 
to be attempting ever harder to confound every expectation an audience might have of 
a mainstream band and blatantly to contravene every record industry axiomatic in the 
book. We shall firstly, then, analyze the ways in which both musically and artistically 
Radiohead at the outset of their career did indeed collaborate with mainstream 
expectations, in spite of their apparent “alternative” (and thus marginalized from the 
mainstream) credibility. We shall then turn to the two anti-populist movements of the 
latter part of their career evoked above before suggesting that recurring elements in 
the artwork of Kid A and Amnesiac and in their accompanying promotional tools may, 
in fact, be considered as a coded avowal of this deliberate move away from the 
mainstream.  
 That Radiohead’s first two albums, Pablo Honey and The Bends, are made up 
entirely of songs structured according to a verse/chorus/verse/chorus pattern is 
incontrovertible, and whilst the rushed recording process of Pablo Honey produced 
fewer “classic” tunes whose refrains would be hummed as the auto-objective 
soundtrack to thousands of individual existences, the fruits of Radiohead’s first 
excursion into the truly creative territory that they have claimed as their own, The 
Bends, soon became recognized as a pop classic bursting with choruses begging to be 
ruminated repeatedly in the mouths of millions. Musically, then, even if these albums 
express, especially in their lyrical content, a sense of alienation, dislocation and 
dysfunction, musically Pablo Honey and The Bends proffer a space of home in which 
a sense of order against the chaos of the outside can be found, a space consonant with 
the Deleuzoguattarian analysis of the relationship between music and the refrain. For 
Deleuze and Guattari, ‘the refrain is properly musical content, the block of content 
proper to music’, for ‘music is a creative, active operation that consists in 
deterritorializing the refrain. Whereas the refrain is essentially territorial, 
territorializing, or reterritorializing [and] music makes it a deterritorialized content for 
a deterritorializing form of expression’ (Deleuze and Guattari 299 & 300). In 
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organizing musical expression around itself, then, the refrain creates a territory which 
can be inhabited by the listener; the punctual structures of most pop songs which are 
often variations on a pre-conceived formula, examples of ‘diversity within 
homogeneity’, as Buchanan suggests invoking Bourdieu (187), follow this rule to the 
letter and can thus shelter the listener from the terrifying sense of alienation that the 
chaos of the modern world and global politics can instill in individuals even when, as 
we have suggested, this very chaos, alienation and dysfunction forms the thematic 
content of such songs. 
 The artwork of these two albums reinforces this sense of home. The booklet 
accompanying the CD of Pablo Honey, for instance, has as its front cover what could 
well be the very epitome of a comforting image: a baby’s face surrounded by candy 
covered in brightly colored hundreds and thousands — both of which evoke a sense of 
nostalgia for childhood — from which spread out the yellow stamen of a flower. 
Similarly, the inside pages of the booklet comfort the listener/reader by presenting 
him/her with exactly what is expected: a numbered list of song titles; a picture of the 
band looking suitably like English (which is to say, slightly geeky, almost 
androgynous) rock stars with their regulation skewed poses, sucked-in cheeks, 
pensive verging on inquisitive expressions and featuring Thom Yorke in a de rigueur 
pair of retro (almost kitsch) wire framed CHiP’s style sunglasses; a centerfold picture 
of the band in mediis rebus; a “weird” and yet at the same time amusing photograph 
of a palm green velvet cushion on which is taking place a stand-off between a lizard 
and a plastic crocodile, an image which itself might be said to invoke the same 
movement from primordial/primitive expression towards a homely territory that we 
have observed in music’s relationship to the refrain; thanks and credits and then, 
finally, on the back cover, a composite photograph of an anonymous urban streetscape 
at night, tinted in bright colors that lend it an air of almost menacing irreality but 
which is seen through the frame/projection screen provided by two figures standing 
one behind the other, barely touching yet furnishing each other, in their proximity, 
feelings of melancholy and solace. 
 The booklet of The Bends does not follow quite such an orthodox pattern. 
Rather than taking the form of a stapled folding-folding booklet, it is a concertina of 
paper which, once unfolded, reveals, on one side, the album’s song lyrics (which, 
obviously, facilitate the reader/listener’s ability to internalize the refrain) interspersed 
with innocent, childish, entirely non-threatening drawings and, on the other, the 
artwork. This artwork is made up of four different sections: the front cover is an 
image adapted from medical photographs of a slightly androgynous figure shot from 
the shoulders up. There is something unsettling about this image which evokes a 
sickly atmosphere: yellowy-green hues suggest a state of anemia whilst two white 
circles on the chest appear to be heart-monitor pads. In spite of this, however, the 
ultimate effect of the image is one of solace, for the expression on this face can only 
be read as one of sublime bliss. The two middle panels of the booklet’s artwork are 
made up of brightly-colored, abstract, highly pixelated images which appear to have 
been shot by a security camera and on top of which have been superimposed enlarged 
details of the childlike scrawled drawings and lyric fragments from the booklet’s 
reverse side. The overall effect is fragmented yet ultimately coherent, for these images 
seem to obey the aesthetic compulsions of a self-sufficient design function rather than 
perform a narrative role which might leave them open. The final panel of this artwork 
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is comprised of six images which apply the surveillance camera aesthetic to rock-star 
portraits (although darker, more serious versions than those of Pablo Honey) of the 
five members of the band and one other image of a distended globe set against a 
conference room scene which, although seemingly out of place and implicitly 
political, does not ultimately distract us from homely function of the portraits which 
allow the listener to put faces to the sounds. 
 OK Computer, at first glance or listen, would appear to have disturbed the 
homely space created by pop in its musical experimentation and coherent single 
concept which dealt with alienation in a world of global politics and post-industrial 
technology. As Simon Reynolds notes in The Wire, this was the album ‘where Yorke 
and co started to complicate the anthemic qualities of their earlier music in earnest by 
deep immersion in such avant staples as Miles Davis’s Bitches Brew’ (28). Indeed, 
according to Reynolds, OK Computer was in many respects anti-pop (or, at least, anti-
Britpop), the very antithesis of Oasis’ ‘anti-intellectualism and vacant hedonism’ (28). 
If OK Computer is thought of in this way, then the cover art of this album may also 
appear, at first, explicitly to reinforce this interpretation. Composed of a collage scene 
that presents a complex, seemingly impossible elevated highway intersection, 
illustrations from an aircraft safety card, blurred figures and white scribbles, this 
cover art appears to show the very epitome of alienation in a technological universe. 
Most significant for the present analysis, however, is the inclusion on this cover of the 
words ‘Lost Child’ which are repeated twice and figure under a logo of a child crying. 
If pop, in its use of the refrain, does indeed give the lost child a song to sing to find 
his or her way home, then surely this album with its lost child logo will not proffer 
such a way home and refuse the territorializing function of the refrain. Or perhaps not. 
For the rest of the booklet, using these same motifs, seems to show us how to insulate 
ourselves against the technological world by having faith in it. Page 2 shows an 
illustration from the airline safety card in which we see a man blocking an aircraft exit 
having observed flames outside whilst a text advises us: ‘Jump out of bed as soon as 
you hear the alarm clock!! You may also find it useful spending five minutes each 
morning saying to yourself: “Every day in every way I am getting better and better”. 
Perhaps it is a good idea to start a new day with the right frame of mind!’ Page 3 
shows a family (cut from a 1960’s photograph) smiling and looking up at a large 
statue of Jesus over which has been drawn the taxi and take-off path of an airplane, 
the takeoff clearance zone (that point at which all passengers place their faith in 
technology) being situated directly over Jesus’ heart. Pages 4 and 5 show complex-
looking electrical circuit diagrams, scribbles, lyric fragments, logos indicating 
undrinkable water, scenes of domesticity (a 1960’s photograph of a woman applying 
paste to a sheet of wallpaper and a drawing of a couple eating dinner at a table) and a 
smiley face logo under which sits the word ‘tasty’. Page 6 gives the lyrics to the 
album’s first song, ‘Airbag’, which again shows how the technology that harms us 
also saves us: 
 
>in a deep sssleep of tHe inno$ent / completely terrified 
 am born again 
>in a fAAst geRman CAR 
i’m amazed that i survived 
 an airbag saved my life 
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The following pages continue this transcription of lyrics; most notable for the present 
analysis is ‘Exit Music (for a film)’ which asks that someone ‘sing us a song / a song 
to keep us warm / theres such a chill sucha CHILL’. The artwork throughout the rest 
of the booklet, meanwhile, retains the fragmented form of collage with its resultant 
sense of dislocation, but places within that space many symbols of home: a 
silhouetted family holding hands; an architectural three-dimensional drawing of a 
house; childlike-drawings of a house; a blurred doll-shape; a holiday photograph; a 
childish drawing of stick businessmen shaking hands; and, finally, an illustration of an 
underground train platform and a photograph of the tail section of a plane, which is to 
say pictures of two modes of communal commuter transport that take people to and 
from home.  
 The back cover of the booklet on which can be seen a book, the pages of 
which are covered in the same kind of cut and paste and scribble design as the rest of 
the artwork and on which is written the track listing of the album, only reinforces this 
interpretation. This book is positioned on a background of clouds as seen from an 
airplane and, in the top right-hand corner, a photograph of a single tree on top of a hill 
highlighted against a brilliant blue sky with perfect cotton puff clouds. Ultimately, 
there may be no deep significance to this, but the contrast of the stark simplicity of 
nature with the scrawled and scribbled on book is striking and suggests that there is 
perhaps meaning to be found here. Obviously composed of many different texts and 
layers, there appears to have been an attempt here to paint over all of this book’s 
different layers with white-out (which retrospectively makes us reinterpret the white 
scribbles throughout the artwork of the booklet) so as to leave a blank canvas on 
which the essence of this product — the song titles — can be presented in such a way 
that it mirrors the beautiful simplicity of the tree and the sky and is thus similarly able 
to provide a calm and stable haven from chaos.  
 This examination of the back cover art of OK Computer’s booklet might serve 
as an entry point into the analysis of its music also — although, as we shall see, this 
striving for simplicity may ultimately be its downfall. Even though the musical 
experimentation of OK Computer arguably pushed the boundaries of guitar-based 
rock further than they had ever gone before, beyond the parameters and genres 
previously referenced, stretching to ‘DJ Shadow; The Beatles; Phil Spector; Cocteau 
Twins; Ennio Morricone; Miles Davis; Can [and] Krzysztof Penderecki’ (Dalton 58), 
the overall effect is far from cluttered as all of these layers and the different 
technologies used are fused into a series of songs that are (deceptively) simple and 
conventional in their structure and which can, almost without exception, be 
internalized as a homely territory. The obvious exception to this possibility comes 
with ‘Fitter Happier’, a monologue spoken by a computerized voice behind which can 
be heard abstract musical scribblings. Again, however, the lyrical content of this song 
merely instructs us how to be fitter, happier and more productive within modern 
society, how to insulate ourselves against the modern world through a desensitizing 
conformity to it. Spoken by a robotic voice and ending with the grotesque image of ‘a 
pig in a cage on antibiotics’, the song obviously wishes to denounce the 
dehumanization that society is undergoing in the technological era, the false sense of 
community that market forces create. We are told not to drink too much, to get on 
better with our associate employee contemporaries, to eat well, care about animals, set 
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up a standing order to a charity, to be fond of someone rather than love them, 
generally to be more sensible and more reckless. OK Computer is conceived, I would 
imagine, as the very antithesis to this kind of conformist and desensitized life, it is 
supposed to be an expression of the genuine angst, alienation and dislocation that is 
born of living in an overly complex world. Indeed, David Cavanagh, writing in Q 
magazine, describes it as ‘an encapsulation of what it’s like to feel terrified by the 
times’ (96), but it is because it is voicing such terror that ultimately both the artwork 
and music create spaces of home as a refuge against this fear, and it is for this reason, 
not simply because it is just so good, as Cavanagh continues, that there could exist a 
‘party atmosphere in the stalls as Radiohead played their complex elegies in half-lit 
reverie’ (96). The overall effect of OK Computer, then, as Nick Kent points out, is one 
of identification thanks to its ‘insinuated struggle to find a humane set of values amid 
the numbing paraphernalia of the lap-top mind-set’ (60). In painting over their many 
intertexts with a big white Radiohead brush, in reducing all of this album’s various 
musical and political layers to beautifully simple songs whose lyrics are distilled into 
soundbite portions, the effect upon the listener can be quite different from that 
intended, for the sense of home that emanates from the refrain is still what dominates 
in spite of moments of genuine horror. Symptomatic of this is Yorke’s later disavowal 
of this album; as Simon Reynolds notes, ‘touring and promoting the album for much 
of 1998 convinced Yorke that it was still too mired in rock tradition, too epic’ (28). 
 Radiohead’s music videos from their first three albums can be seen to follow 
this same pattern for they generally follow a standard format, presenting the band on 
stage (as in the videos for ‘Creep’ and ‘My Iron Lung’), or else performing the song 
in a setting that serves merely as a backdrop and space of presentation for the music 
(as is the case with the swimming pool in ‘Anyone Can Play Guitar’, the roof in ‘Stop 
Whispering’, the Oxfordshire exteriors in ‘Pop is Dead’, the trailer park in ‘Street 
Spirit’, the desert exterior in ‘High and Dry’ [UK version], the hyper-generic 
supermarket in ‘Fake Plastic Trees’, the studio in ‘Lucky’ and the glass anechoic / 
suffocation chamber in ‘No Surprises’). A few videos created for The Bends and OK 
Computer do attempt to push the boundaries of the music video genre, however, but 
ultimately even these videos create a sense of closure with a pseudo-happy ending. 
The man in the street in the video for ‘Just’, for instance, achieves a kind of 
apocalyptic communality with all of those around him; Robin in the video for 
‘Paranoid Android’ is carried away from his place of persecution by an angel in a 
helicopter whilst his persecutor, the leather G-string wearing, axe-wielding masked 
businessman, is, having cut off his own legs and arms and fallen into the river, saved 
by topless mermaids who wrap him in swaddling clothes and carry him away to a safe 
haven in a tree. The video for ‘Karma Police’ is perhaps the one from these three 
albums which pushes the conventional boundaries of the music video genre the 
furthest, for it plays with the relationship of the song to the image as an extra-diegetic 
or intra-diegetic element, Yorke sometimes mouthing the lyrics as they are sung, 
sometimes not. Similarly, the diegesis itself plays with the conventions of the thriller 
genre from which it is drawn: Yorke climbs into the backseat of a driverless car which 
chases after a man running down a road; the man falls to his knees, exhausted; the car 
reverses and pauses, waiting for the moment it will accelerate towards him to kill him; 
the man, however, notices a trail of petrol on the road, fumbles for his lighter and 
drops it onto the petrol trail which chases after the car now reversing back down the 
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same road; finally, filmed from inside the car, we see the engine burst into flames as 
the camera pans round to where Yorke was previously but is no more. Starting in 
media res, this video contravenes the conventions of the genre that it springs from for 
we are unable to establish a good guy and a bad guy just as we are unable to 
comprehend why Yorke is seen singing only occasionally whilst he is heard singing 
constantly. All of these open questions, however, are closed off by the time we have 
finished watching the video for we are enclosed by the clever reversal of the diegesis 
that brings it full circle and, not knowing what gave rise to this strange scenario, 
merely relieved that neither the mysterious man nor Thom ended up hurt.  
 Commercially, throughout the period in which Radiohead released these three 
albums, they also seem to have behaved pretty much as any artist signed to a major 
label should: they gave interviews (even if Yorke often did so begrudgingly and made 
no secret of this fact to his interviewers), gave photographers free reign to present 
them as they wanted, made videos suitable for heavy MTV rotation and toured 
extensively. Their official website was, at this time, perhaps the element of their 
marketing machine that strayed furthest from the path of a well-behaved band, 
becoming increasingly difficult to navigate, increasingly text-based and increasingly 
political as time went on. In most respects, however, Radiohead, although 
undoubtedly idiosyncratic, comported themselves, happily or not, as mainstream 
artists, providing their audience with the sense of familiarity that we have suggested 
this majoritarian realm creates. 
 Radiohead’s collusion with the marketing machine set in motion to promote 
their next album, Kid A, however, was to be far less co-operative. An initial absence 
of interviews, no videos, no singles, just a few short video blips with snatches of 
songs and abstract images (later revealed as elements of the album artwork), a “logo-
free” tent in which to tour — a move likely truly to upset the apple cart of today’s 
music industry in which product placement and endorsement is almost as endemic as 
in Hollywood — and a series of computer manipulated portraits in Q magazine that 
can only have been intended as an anti-celebrity act of provocation, each member of 
the band being starkly lit to the point of slight overexposure, the irises of their eyes 
tinted piss-yellow. (Yorke has said of these photographs: ‘I’m sick of seeing my face 
everywhere. It got to the point where it didn’t feel like I owned it. We’re not 
interested in being celebrities, and other seemed to have different plans for us’ (Q 
104).) As Jon Pareles has written in his review of Amnesiac for Rolling Stone, ‘Acting 
like a bunch of artists — not, as in most current rock, a business consortium touting a 
consistent product — Radiohead continue to slough off the style that made them 
standard-bearers for anthemic Brit pop in the 1990s’.1 Some have viewed this anti-
corporate stance with great cynicism. In an article entitled ‘Are Radiohead Dirty Great 
Hypocrites?’, for instance, Andrew Collins writes: 
 
Rock’n’roll is the wrong place to look for acts of true subversion. Though its roots 
lay in the empowerment of teenagers and the upturning of conservative orthodoxy 
through jive, popular music is no more about subversion than the Cheltenham & 
Gloucester building society. The minute a band submits to a record company — big 
or small — it becomes part of the system, a cog with a bad haircut. Which is why 
Radiohead putting out an album with no discernible singles on it and refusing to have 
their photo taken for Q has not brought the record industry to its corporate knees. 
Indeed, it helped fire Kid A to the top of the charts, both here and in America. They 
— and EMI — must have laughed until they blew champagne bubbles out of their 
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noses — and looking back over the year 2000 their attitude is the rock issue that 
rankles above all others. 
Granted, we should be glad that a record as difficult as Kid A is a 
mainstream hit. It gives us all hope. But I can't help but feel uncomfortable with 
Radiohead’s anti-marketing pose. Manufacturing an ‘event’ by doing hardly any 
interviews and not putting out a single is no more subversive than saturating the press 
and putting out one single before and two after (as they did for OK Computer). To 
recall the great CJ: they didn't get where they are today by not doing promotion or 
being photographed. Radiohead are world famous because, among other things, they 
are signed to Capitol in the States, toured constantly for about four years and 
supported R.E.M. (and because they promptly re-released ‘Creep’ when it looked like 
it would sell in ‘93). Now, as Thom Yorke never hesitates to tell us, Radiohead are 
tired of the corporate rock merry-go-round. They’re opting out.2 
 
Through an analysis of the music and artwork of Kid A and Amnesiac, as well as of 
recurrent imagery in their new website and the internet-only video for ‘I Might Be 
Wrong’, however, we shall endeavor to show that it truly is Radiohead’s intention 
with these albums to opt out of certain aspects of the mainstream (which is not to say 
by any means that they do not want to sell any albums), to problematize their 
relationship to the refrain and not, therefore, to create a space of home.  
 For the recording of Kid A and Amnesiac — the material for both albums was 
recorded in the same sessions —, Radiohead entirely reformulated the conception of 
what a band is. Whereas previously each member had had a specific role to play, their 
increased reliance on studio methods and electronic instrumentation meant that their 
usual five-piece combination of voice/guitar, guitar/keyboards, guitar, bass, drums 
and other recording norms went out of the window. As David Cavanagh notes: 
 
Many of the qualities of OK Computer — particularly the amazing guitar sounds and 
the masterful use of dynamics — are absent from Kid A. Also absent from some of 
the songs are certain members of Radiohead themselves. It was an album made in an 
entirely unfamiliar fashion: no time constraints; very little pre-written material; a 
great deal of bewilderment and fear. ‘In terms of the relationship between the five of 
us, everything was up for grabs last year,’ Selway reckons. ‘It was a case of trying to 
see what different musical approaches there were — whether they were appropriate, 
whether we were prepared to do them and whether we could find something to agree 
on.’ (98) 
 
Indeed, as Cavanagh’s interview with the band shows, the new conception of what 
purpose the individual members of a band such as Radiohead served would entirely 
reformulate the whole rock band ethos. Leaving their egos and individual roles 
behind, there would be even less room on Kid A for the rock star posturing seen in the 
booklets of Pablo Honey and The Bends than on OK Computer: 
 
‘If you’re going to make a different-sounding record,’ [O’Brien] says, ‘you 
have to change the methodology. And it’s scary — everyone feels insecure. I’m a 
guitarist and suddenly it’s like, Well, there are no guitars on this track or no drums. 
Johnny, me, Coz and Phil had to get our heads round that. It was a test of the band, I 
think. Would we survive with our egos intact? 
 For O’Brien it meant a complete rethink: he would hardly touch a guitar in 
1999. Selway, too, wondered if he had a valid contribution to make to Radiohead’s 
music any more. Colin Greenwood concedes the album didn’t start to take shape for 
him until earlier this year. As for Greenwood’s brother Johnny, the lead guitarist once 
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described as a ‘chronic upstager,’ he is thoroughly low-key on Kid A and plays guitar 
on only a couple of tracks. (100-101) 
 
Nor was it only the roles of the band members that would be radically rethought; their 
song writing methodology, song structures and arrangements would also undergo a 
quantum shift. As Cavanagh notes, 
 
Partly because Yorke was unable to complete any songs, and partly because 
he’d had a Warp revival, he would sometimes bring demos to the studio that 
contained only a programmed drum sequence or an interesting sound. Perfectly 
legitimate procedure if you happen to be Massive Attack, but a bit of a head-scratcher 
for a three-guitar band like Radiohead. And since few of the songs that evolved from 
Yorke’s demos had distinct verses or choruses, it was hard to work out the basic 
arrangements, hard to see where the guitars should go, and hard for the musicians to 
know whether they were making headway or wasting their time. (100) 
  
 In this ‘self-deconstruction’ of the band, as Simon Reynolds has termed it in 
The Wire (26), of all the elements transformed, the most radical transmogrification — 
and the one that would most upset the band’s previous punctual use of the refrain and 
its homely territory — would be that brought to bear upon Yorke’s vocals. As 
Reynolds writes,  
 
Discarding or tampering with the two elements most celebrated by fans and critics 
alike: their guitar sound, and Yorke’s singing and lyrics [,] Kid A is largely devoid of 
guitars, with Johnny Greenwood preferring to play the Ondes Martenot […], write 
arrangements for string orchestra, or even play the recorder. […] As for Yorke’s 
singing, on Kid A / Amnesiac, studio technology and unusual vocal technique are 
both applied to dyslexify his already oblique, fragmented words. Yorke has said he 
will never allow the lyrics to be printed and that listeners are expressly not meant to 
focus on them. (26) 
 
 Many critics, and indeed the band, seem to be at pains to stress that, although 
emerging from the same sessions, Kid A and Amnesiac are two very different 
creatures even if they issue from a similar mental space. ‘Amnesiac is about seeing 
really awful things that you try to forget and can’t quite. Whereas Kid A is 
deliberately trying to keep everything at a safe distance’, Yorke has said (Watson 46). 
‘Kid A is like you pick up the phone, you call somebody, and there’s an answering 
machine on the other end. With Amnesiac, you get through to that person. And you’re 
engaged in the conversation’, the band’s graphic designer, Stanley Donwood, has 
commented (O’Brien quoting Donwood in Fricke 48). ‘The effect [of Amnesiac] is 
like Kid A turned inside out. […] On Kid A, Yorke often sounded like a ghost trapped 
inside an ice sculpture. On Amnesiac, he sings in front of the music with 
confrontational intimacy’, writes David Fricke who also sees this latter album as more 
of a return to Radiohead’s previous style of making and arranging music (48). 
Amnesiac ‘appears to build a bridge between its sister album’s avant-noise post-rock 
soundscapes and more traditionally recognizable pop forms, from acoustic ballads to 
big band jazz’, suggests Stephen Dalton (45). But, as Simon Reynolds and Ian Watson 
realize, in spite of the differences between the two albums, they are in many respects 
one of a kind, neither one of them ultimately marking a return to more conventional 
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pop structures, neither one, then, in the context of the present analysis, allowing for 
the creation of a homely space. As Steven Wells has written in the NME: 
 
The bad news is that the new Radiohead album has apparently been 
ruthlessly purged of anything that might even vaguely resemble a good pop song. 
Sigh! It seems my work is still not finished so, Thom, listen up, man! Pop songs are 
good! They make the world go round, they put a spring in your step and they give the 
grocer’s boy something to whistle as he cycles around the village on his trusty old 
boneshaker delivering sausages, bananas and Anal Intruder vibrator batteries to the 
denizens of middle England. You fucking SNOB! […] Why not just do your job 
properly? You know the score. Hook, verse, chorus, verse, chorus, fiddly middle 
eight bit and/or screaming guitar solo, verse, chorus, and get the fuck out of there. 
Thank you ladeez an’ genelmen! Radiohead have the left the building! ROAR! You 
know, good ole rock’n’fuckin’roll! Which, now that you’ve got yourself sorted out 
gymwise, would have angry and optimistic lyrics. As opposed to all that self-
indulgent, self-pitying, depressing, mawkish and downright bloody boring miserablist 
toss you were churning out when you were a couch potato.3 
 
And as Watson comments — somewhat more calmly but still dispelling the notion 
that Amnesiac is more listener-friendly or, rather, more old-Radiohead-fan-friendly —
, even though this album contains some moments which are arguably more accessible 
and melodic,  
 
the sequencing of the songs and often bleak lyrical tone makes Amnesiac a very 
troubling album indeed. Where Kid A eased you in with the comforting warmth of 
‘Everything in Its Right Place’ and rewarded you after that draining emotional 
journey with the serene beauty and reassurance of ‘Motion Picture Soundtrack,’ 
Amnesiac is a far more desolate experience. Opener ‘Packt Like Sardines in a Crushd 
Tin Box’ marries an unsettling clutter with a sense of tired defeat. ‘Pull Pulk 
Revolving Doors’ is creepy and unnerving, like lapsing into an insomniac fever. 
‘Like Spinning Plates’ places you at the eye of the storm, moving from panic, 
confusion and despair to a realm beyond language and reason where all you know is 
you want to be sick and you want to get out right now, right now. And ‘Life in a 
Glasshouse’ uses the admittedly gorgeous jazz meanderings of veteran trumpet 
player Humphrey Lyttleton and chums to chart complete and utter disaster. (48, 50) 
 
 It is perhaps this notion of ‘despair [and] a realm beyond language and reason 
where all you know is you want to be sick’ that will best facilitate our own analysis of 
these two albums. All of these ideas, of anguish, the loss of controlling reason and 
sickness, are reminiscent of Antoine Roquentin’s existential crisis in Jean-Paul 
Sartre’s 1938 novel, Nausea. In this book, Roquentin undergoes a kind of breakdown 
following his realization of the terrible contingency of the universe. Having 
understood that his existence is no more justified than that of the objects around him, 
the material world loses its sense of fixity, becomes capable of touching him and 
provoking in him a dreadful sense of nausea as the universe around him enters into a 
dizzying state of flux. Roquentin’s proposed solution to this terrible anguish is to 
write a novel, an artistic expression which would be entirely self-sufficient, containing 
in its very coherence and internal necessity its own justification. This solution comes 
to him after he realizes that the one thing that can make his nausea go away is a jazz 
song he hears in the café he frequents. This song seems to him to have an internal 
coherence and justification, for every note in its melody needs to be in its place for the 
melody to work. Kid A and Amnesiac are born of this same kind of realization, out of 
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this kind of traumatic space that is created when all of those pre-givens and rational 
methods of categorization previously used to order existence disappear, leaving in 
their place a gaping chasm. Indeed, Yorke has explained the title Amnesiac through 
reference to the Gnostics belief that ‘when we are born we are forced to forget where 
we have come from in order to deal with the trauma of arriving in this life’ (Rolling 
Stone 111), and has described the track ‘Pull Pulk Revolving Doors’ as expressing 
‘the feeling that everywhere you’re going all the time, there could be a trapdoor 
absolutely anywhere and you don’t know where you’re going to end up next. And 
you’re pretty certain you’re not going to come back to where you were’ (Rolling 
Stone 46). 
 The music that Radiohead have produced on Kid A and Amnesiac, then, far 
from constituting a solution to this sense of disorientation — as does the jazz song for 
Roquentin —, serves merely to express this sense of being lost, to give voice to the 
space of trauma that modern man can feel when faced with a global economy in 
which the individual can have little effect. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the 
existential, anguished manifesto of impossibility that appears at the top of each page 
of the limited edition book version of Kid A and which reads: 
 
NOBODY LIKES NOTHING 
I CERTAINLY WISH WITH ALL MY HEART IT DID NOT EXIST 
BUT WISHING IT NOT ENOUGH 
WE LIVE IN THE REAL WORLD WHERE NOTHING DOES EXIST 
WE CANNOT JUST DISINVENT IT 
NOTHING IS NOT COMPREHENSIBLE 
NEITHER YOU NOR I HAVE ANY HOPE OF UNDERSTANDING JUST WHAT 
IT IS AND WHAT IT DOES 
IT IS HARD TO KNOW IF NOTHING IS ACTUALLY NOTHING 
AND THUS DIFFICULT TO KNOW IF A POLICY OF DOING NOTHING IS 
SUCCESSFUL 
NOTHING 
HOWEVER EFFECTIVE IT MAY HAVE PROVED UP TO THE PRESENT 
CAN HARDLY CONTINUE TO DO SO INDEFINITELY 
IF I HAD TO CHOOSE 
BETWEEN THE CONTINUED POSSIBILITY OF NOTHING HAPPENING  
AND OF DOING NOTHING 
I WOULD UNQUESTIONABLY CHOOSE THE LATTER 
OR THE FORMER 
 
Far from an existential affirmation of infinite possibility born from the void, Yorke 
and Radiohead voice with Kid A and Amnesiac, as Simon Reynolds puts it, 
‘contemporary feelings of dislocation, dispossession, numbness, impotence, paralysis; 
widely felt impulses to withdraw and disengage that are perfectly logical, dispirited 
responses to the bankruptcy of Centrist politics, which ensure that everyone remains 
equally disenchanted and aggrieved’ (30). 
 The apparent emotional coldness that many felt in this new, more electronic 
phase of Radiohead’s career, then, might be said to convey more truly than did OK 
Computer the sense of genuine terror that the technological era can inspire, ‘the 
feeling of being a spectator and not being able to take part’ (Reynolds 30). Even 
though many fans and critics have received Kid A and Amnesiac as enthusiastically if 
not more so than the band’s previous albums — although with undoubtedly fewer 
superlatives than were heaped upon OK Computer — every aspect of the conception 
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and creation of these albums seems to be directed towards disallowing any kind of 
comfort zone or recognizable point de repère — as David Fricke has written, ‘the 
whole point of Kid A is that there are no sure things, in pop or anything else’.4 Simon 
Reynolds sees this intent at play particularly in the treatment of Yorke’s vocal, 
writing,  
 
Bored with all the standard tricks of vocal emoting, Yorke decided to interface voice 
and technology and develop what he’s called ‘a grammar of noises’. The first two 
tracks on Kid A, ‘Everything in Its Right Place’ and the title track, are especially 
striking in this respect, almost a declaration of intent. The words are drastically 
processed in order to thwart the standard rock listener mechanism of identify and 
interpret (the very mode of trad rock deed and meaningfulness that OK Computer had 
dramatically revived). (32) 
 
 Although Reynold’s subsequent comment that the frequently heard charge 
against Kid A that it contains no tunes is ‘absurd’ since ‘actually, almost every track 
on the album is structured like a song’ (32) would seem to counter this analysis, it 
should be remembered that we have, in our definition of pop, forged a link between 
pop and the mainstream. For Reynolds, writing in The Wire, a magazine which prides 
itself, as Reynolds points out in this very same article, on ‘championing mavericks 
and margin dwellers’ (26), Kid A’s tracks may indeed all appear to be fairly 
conventional songs. For the mainstream, though, even if these tracks are admired, 
they are not songs in the strict sense of the term and present difficulties and problems 
of interpretation because of this.5 Reynolds may lament this fact and name its causes 
— ‘the mixed response Kid A garnered in the UK revealed how the Britpop era has 
weakened the rock audience’s (or more likely, the rock media’s) ability to handle 
anything not blatantly singalong’ (32), he writes — but it remains true. Take, for 
instance, David Cavanagh’s brief description of Kid A in Q magazine: 
 
Kid A is 48 minutes long, stunningly beautiful, frequently bizarre and wholly 
engrossing. It begins with a fabulous electric piano song played by Yorke, follows 
that with the oddest Radiohead track ever, veers off into something even odder, 
brings you back with the loveliest orchestrated ballad in years, wanders away on 
some unexplained errand for a while, returns with two guitar songs as uncanny as 
they are exceptional, goes suddenly very dark and inhospitable for about five 
minutes, reaches out for you as though nothing had happened and eventually bids you 
farewell in a halo of harps and choirs. There has never been an album like it. (169) 
 
 Kid A and Amnesiac create this feeling of expansiveness and grandeur which 
is both beautiful and terrifying by erasing all punctual co-ordinates of the refrain 
which attract music around a stable center. ‘I’d completely had it with melody’, says 
Yorke, ‘I just wanted rhythm. All melodies to me were pure embarrassment’ (Q 100). 
Forsaking that very aspect of music which, for Roquentin and the average listener, 
provides a space of solace, a sense of recognition, Radiohead present a series of 
distant plateaus difficult to approach. Sing ‘Creep’ in your head, right now. Now do 
the same with ‘Just’. Now again with ‘Karma Police’. Now try it with ‘Kid A’, or 
‘The National Anthem’, or ‘How To Disappear Completely’, or ‘Motion Picture 
Soundtrack’, or ‘Pyramid Song’, or Pull/Pulk Revolving Doors’, or ‘Dollars & Cents’, 
or ‘Like Spinning Plates’, or ‘Life in a Glasshouse’. See? 
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 This feeling, Yorke has stated, is ‘all so part of the fabric of everything, even 
the artwork’ (Reynolds 30). Indeed, the booklet for the regular version of Kid A is 
composed almost entirely of a series of epic sweeping landscapes stretching into the 
distance, always away from the viewer and with no points of reference. There are no 
houses, nothing that looks like a home. The family on the center pages, dwarfed by 
the white cliffs before them, are not holding hands but separated in their stunned 
contemplation of this expanse. The distant hills behind which, after a long trek, may 
lie home are unapproachable for the orange glow of the sky lets us know that 
whatever lies beyond them is ablaze. The cartoon teddy bears standing on a mountain 
do not welcome us either, their evil eyes and sharp teeth, straight out of a child’s 
animated nightmare, warning us to stay away.6 It is these last two elements of the 
artwork in particular which are taken up and developed in the limited edition book 
version of Kid A. Made of thick cardboard pages, like a child’s book, we are presented 
with painted versions of landscapes similar to those in the regular Kid A booklet: 
white hills and distant forests lit up by the orange glow of fires; distant, monolithic, 
unclimbable rock formations. But in addition to these vistas, we are presented with 
larger versions of these unapproachable spaces of home hinted at in the regular 
booklet: one page features a series of apartment blocks, but they are on fire; one page 
features a pet cat (or is it that cuddliest of wild animals, a polar bear?), but it is so 
deformed and its teeth so sharp and long you would never try to pet it; one page 
features the evil toothy grinning teddy bears, one of whom has come closer but 
remains hostile. Whilst this book in its very form may then appear to provide a 
nostalgic space of home, a chance to revisit lost childhood, just as do the music box 
tinklings with which ‘Kid A’ starts, the childhood it evokes is one of trauma that we 
do not wish to go back to.  
 Another detail of the artwork of both of these versions of Kid A is very 
significant for the present analysis. We have suggested, talking about the artwork of 
OK Computer, that the various layers of text and reference that go into the 
composition of OK Computer are painted over so as to reduce the complexity of the 
whole. The procedure on Kid A is somewhat different, for whilst the whitewashed 
landscapes of the artwork of Kid A also feature hardly legible text, it is apparent that 
these texts are not underneath the white but have, rather, been scratched into it. It is as 
though these texts — which may or may not bear any relation to the lyrical content of 
the album, it matters little — are an attempt to inscribe meaning onto a vast 
primordial landscape, to make an individual mark on the incommensurable, an 
attempt which is doomed to failure just as, musically, Yorke’s voice on Kid A, that 
element of any song which affords the greatest chance of identification, struggles to 
break through the vast expanses of sound, his syntax broken and dyslexic.  
 Yorke’s voice ultimately, then, as was his avowed intention, becomes merely 
another textural element of the instrumentation in Kid A’s landscapes and does not act 
as a bearer of meaning.7 If the artwork of Kid A does indeed reinforce this analysis, 
then two of its other illustrations also become highly significant. Towards the end of 
the book version, for instance, there features an oil painting of a face seen from so 
close up that it is barely recognizable as such, appearing rather to be pure texture, a 
set of random brush strokes. Rejecting the identification afforded by lyrical content in 
favor of a textural use of the voice, could this picture not also symbolize the denial of 
the identification with the face of the individual members of the band (what Deleuze 
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and Guattari call faciality), the surpassing of their individual ego boundaries into 
constituent elements of a group? And if Kid A refuses meaning and punctual forms in 
its music, could the reason for this not be found in the painting on the book’s back 
cover, a series of three scarlet shapes resembling war planes above which figure the 
words: 
 
WE WILL NOT HESISTATE TO CARRY OUT WHAT HAS BEEN 
THREATENED 
THIS IS NOT OVER UNTIL ABSOLUTE UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER 
AND COMPLETE MEETING OF ALL DEMANDS 
THERE WILL BE NO FURTHER WARNING WHATSOEVER 
AIRSTRIKES ARE IMMINENT 
 
Faced with the possibility of such absolute power and destruction, how can meaning 
be possible, how can any safe haven, any sense of order, any semblance of home be 
achieved, Kid A seems to ask us? 
 Amnesiac, as has been seen, presents a somewhat different scenario musically, 
but one which ultimately wells from the same traumatic space as Kid A that similarly 
denies us a sense of home. The main difference between these two albums, as has 
been seen from various quotations, is one of perspective: whereas the vocals on Kid A 
are far back in the mix and disturbed through processing, on Amnesiac they are 
brought to the fore. Even though Yorke’s lyrics are heard more easily, then, this does 
not mean for one second that they are more comprehensible. Far from espousing the 
kind of explicit political messages found on OK Computer, Amnesiac’s lyrics are 
made up of paranoid soundbites, often repeated in a mantra-like fashion, that unveil a 
deep sense of persecution and lack of protection or home: 
 
I’m a reasonable man, get off my case, get off my case, get off my case.  
 
There are doors that let you in an out but never open.  
 
Come on, come on, you and whose army? 
 
I might be wrong, I might be wrong, I could have sworn, I saw a light coming home.  
 
I want you to know he’s not coming back, Look into my eyes / I’m not coming back.  
 
Where’d you park the car, Clothes are on the lawn with the furniture 
 
Cut the kids in half, Cut the kids in half 
 
Once again, I’m in trouble with my only friend. 
 
 Just as Amnesiac welcomes us in to its unhomely spaces musically, so the 
artwork situates us in the space of trauma so that we are ‘standing in the fire’,8 at the 
heart of the now absent center. Fragmented street maps, blazing buildings, towering 
skyscrapers seen from the bottom up, interweaving power cables and Escherian 
drawings of arches and staircases all appear to give sets of punctual references and co-
ordinates with which to orient ourselves, but ultimately have the opposite effect, 
creating that same sense of being lost and dislocated felt in Kid A. Evoking a lost 
sense of a calm and stable center that was once present, the limited edition book 
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version of Amnesiac (from which the regular version is drawn) also contains many 
drawings and fragments of text (some of which are drawn from the album’s lyrics) 
that express feelings of fear and paranoia so extreme they verge on pathology: one 
page figures the phrase ‘ARK, complacence. rivers rising. whispering electronics, 
private security. in LOndon. Rooms where you are forgotten. mental home’ and then 
the words ‘sectioned’ repeated again and again; on another can be seen the words ‘my 
former self ???????????? […] scare the crows ?????????? […] HE SMASHED’; later, 
‘i am citizen insane’ is typed as a mantra, à la mode de The Shining’s Jack Torrance, 
and so on and so on. Almost all of these pages, meanwhile, show dark pencil or pen 
drawings of scenes of violence, dark looming buildings, twisted trees with ghostly 
branches,9 a graveyard with hollow faces on every tombstone, men with no eyes or 
eyes sewn shut and childhood monsters that have emerged from the closet, all of 
which are furiously scribbled with obsessive compulsive attention to detail. Inside 
Amnesiac, where a funeral pyre burns what looks like a rag doll whilst the toothy 
grinning evil teddy bears are closer than before, this time bearing large mallets, we 
appear to be in that traumatic space of lost childhood that lay in the distance in Kid A.  
 One figure stands apart in the midst of all of this fear: the weeping Minotaur. 
The closest Amnesiac gets to a logo, the weeping Minotaur figures throughout the 
book — on the front cover (for even if this weeping figure has no horns, horns are 
scribbled on to it inside the book and on the cover of the regular version of Amnesiac), 
on the library card insert as the symbol of the Catachresis College Library and at the 
center of its heraldic shield, overlaid on top of some sections of pathological text, 
blown up to various sizes, drawn over the book’s ex libris stamp and, most 
significantly, in a doodle which shows him dreaming of one of the grinning bears 
holding an axe at the scene of a massacre. 
 The weeping Minotaur also features prominently in the new official website 
on which can be found also the same disturbing, nightmarish images of buildings, 
ghosts and trees as in the booklet but used in animated form as short blips. Whilst 
some of these looped blips invoke the legend of the Minotaur by animating 
labyrinthine passages and cityscapes, the weeping Minotaur (named as such on the 
website) figures in two blips of his own. In one of these he is quite simply weeping 
(figure 1), whilst in another flash animation we are invited to torture the Minotaur by 
moving a pitchfork over him with our mouse, an action which makes him cry and 
moan as the line plotted between the anger and revenge axes of a graph increases 
(figure 2). Rather than constituting another element of the unhomely, nightmarish 
space evoked in Kid A and Amnesiac, the weeping Minotaur represents, I would like 
to finish by suggesting, the unhomely space that Radiohead have come to inhabit 
within the homely space of the mainstream. What prompts this suggestion is a 
drawing in the Amnesiac book that shows a version of the Minotaur (this time the 
googly Minotaur, a slightly less sad, more scared and confused looking version of the 
monster that the band’s record company website has done it best to turn into a cute, 
friendly, homely icon)10 next to an angry looking media man with clenched bared 
teeth (figure 3). In order to conjecture as to why this might be significant, however, 
we will have to remind ourselves of the myth of the Minotaur.  
 Struggling with his brothers to ascend to the throne of Crete, Minos decides to 
prey to Poseidon for a snow-white bull as a sign of approval of his reign. He promises 
subsequently to sacrifice the bull as a sign of subservience to the gods, but when 
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Minos sees the beautiful creature that emerges from the sea, he covets it for himself 
and sacrifices the best bull out of his own herd instead. Furious at this act of betrayal, 
Poseidon makes Minos’ wife, Pasipha, fall in love with the white bull. The bull rejects 
her advances, however, until she commissions the architect, Daedalus, to build her a 
wooden cow into which to crawl and fool the bull into mating with her. The offspring 
of this unnatural coupling was the Minotaur, a monster with the body of a man and a 
bull’s head and tail.  
 This monster caused great terror and destruction in Crete, so Minos summoned 
the architect Daedalus and ordered him to build a gigantic labyrinth to contain the 
Minotaur. Once trapped in the labyrinth, every year for nine years seven youths and 
maidens from Athens were sent into the labyrinth for the Minotaur to feast upon. 
Hearing of this atrocity, Theseus offered himself as a sacrificial victim and went to 
Crete in order to kill the Minotaur. Once there he met Ariadne, Minos’ daughter, who 
fell in love with him and promised him the means to escape from the labyrinth 
provided that he would marry her. This he promised and Ariadne gave him a ball of 
thread which he was to tie to the labyrinth entrance and unwind behind him as he 
advanced through the maze. Once inside, Theseus came across the sleeping Minotaur, 
beat him to death and lead the virgins to safety.  
 It is entirely feasible and not too far-fetched to find in this legend an allegory 
of Radiohead’s career. Like many bands wishing to make a career out of music, 
Radiohead’s initial enthusiasm at being signed up by a major record label soon 
soured, as one of the band members recalls: ‘We were in Leicester Square going, 
‘Yeah, we’ve signed!’ Then driving back to Oxford in the pouring rain, the clouds 
were gathering, already starting to worry and panic, how are we going to do this?’ 
(Uncut 48). This panicked reaction no doubt had to do, in part, with the realization 
that a contract such as this would inevitably put them in a position of subservience 
with regards to their record company, that there would be deadlines and many other 
constraints with which they would now have to comply. As Stephen Dalton notes, 
‘early in 1992, EMI took the band aside for a makeover conference. They were given 
a £300 clothes budget and told to sharpen up their act’ (48). 
 Their subservience to the record company’s expectations was only partial, 
however, for whilst they played the part of the consummate rock stars — as has been 
seen from the above analysis of representations of the band on the first two albums’ 
artwork and their compliance with the promotional machine during the first three — 
musically Radiohead appeared to be veering into ever-darker and more experimental 
territory unlikely to please most A&R men. (Even if we have maintained that OK 
Computer ultimately retains a conventional form, it is nonetheless conceptually 
outside of the parameters of the mainstream industry’s expectations. Indeed, when 
Capitol, the band’s US label, heard OK Computer, they reduced sales forecasts from 
two million to 500,000.) Up until this point, the parallel with the legend of the 
Minotaur remains true, then, Radiohead, like Minos, not delivering 100% on their 
promise of subservience having been handed the keys to success. From OK Computer 
onwards, however, the legend is somewhat modified, since Radiohead’s apparent 
betrayal of the record company gods turned out to be far from a bad thing for the 
record company in terms of sales. OK Computer sold 4.5 million copies worldwide 
and was widely acclaimed as a masterpiece. It is thanks to these sales figures that 
Radiohead were allowed to do as they pleased for their next album, Kid A, their brief 
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being merely to take as long as they needed to produce whatever they wanted. What 
Radiohead subsequently did, as we have seen, is to hole themselves up in a studio 
with no pre-givens, no pre-written material, no points of reference, a labyrinth in other 
words. The ultimate product of this long period of gestation was, then, the result of an 
unnatural coupling: the marriage of the mainstream record industry — which 
normally prizes predictability, efficiency and sales figures above all else — with 
genuine artistic experimentation which cannot be rushed and whose commercial 
potential cannot be gauged.11 Perhaps this is why the Minotaur figures so prominently 
in the artwork of Amnesiac, why the limited edition book version is explicitly referred 
to as a labyrinthine structure, why the pages of this book are used as labyrinth walls in 
one of the website’s blips and why the Minotaur is seen trapped within these same 
walls in the new internet-only video for ‘I Might be Wrong’ (figure 4). If there is 
anything at all in this hypothesis, then this might also explain why, for this new video, 
Thom Yorke himself suggested intercutting shots of the Minotaur with shots of 
himself performing the song,12 for Kid A and Amnesiac would thus become the song 
of the Minotaur, offspring of an unholy union, confined to a labyrinth. 
 Why, though, is Radiohead’s Minotaur weeping? By all accounts, the period 
of creative activity that was the genesis of Kid A and Amnesiac has left the band 
happier than ever before. The image of the weeping Minotaur in a labyrinth should 
not be read as a self-pitying reflection of a whingeing group of individuals in an 
extremely privileged position, therefore, but, rather, as indicative of the band’s current 
creative state. The labyrinth, we have suggested, being an infinitely complex structure 
which hides a dead end or further possibility at every turn, is the creative space within 
which Radiohead confined themselves in an attempt to retain/restore their musical and 
emotional integrity after the grueling period of corporate whoring that followed the 
release of OK Computer. From within that space (given to them by the record 
company to stop them from self-destructing, just as the labyrinth was built to stop the 
Minotaur destroying the town of Crete) they have managed to create a genuine, 
emotional expression symbolized by the Minotaur’s tears — to cry is perhaps the 
most unreflexive, primordial response in the human vocabulary of emotions. This 
expression, whilst echoing the sense of alienation and unhomeliness with which its 
genetic space inevitably instills it, is not, ultimately, an unhappy one. Indeed, 
precisely because the labyrinth is, by definition, a space in which familiarity (the very 
essence of a home) is impossible, because it is a space of the unknown, a space where 
there are no givens and no expectations, it is a haven of calm from the mainstream 
which — far from being a comforting, homely space as it would normally be — had 
become a hostile place for them. This is why the media man standing next to the 
googly Minotaur looks so angry and this is why both Kid A and Amnesiac, whilst both 
rejecting the homely co-ordinates of the refrain and mainstream expression, whilst 
both being somehow unsettling, are also capable of inspiring ecstatic, almost 
transcendent feelings of joy. ‘People build themselves their own mazes that they can’t 
get out of… but no, I’m not negative’, Yorke is quoted as saying.13 If they are to 
survive within the mainstream space in which their commercial success necessarily 
places them and which is also necessary to their very survival, then, Radiohead should 
perhaps not try to escape their self-imposed labyrinthine exile at the very heart of the 
mainstream, coz it ain’t over ‘til the Minotaur stops crying. 
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